It is proved that if p is a proper mapping of an (n + 3)-manifold M onto a metric space B such that each inverse set p~lb has the shape of a closed, connected, orientable n-manifold, then B is 3-dimensional.
The argument here is split into two segments, along the lines suggested in the tracing of antecedents. Identified in the next section is a geometric property of maps q: M -» B implying the desired conclusion. Then, in the subsequent section, it is shown how to approximate the given decomposition map p: M -* B by a map q satisfying the identified property.
2. Dimension and cohomological dimension. Throughout this section we assume the given (n + 3)-manifold M to be orientable.
First, we state a fundamental technical result, taken from [DW2, Proposition 2.2]. It immediately implies the cohomological dimension of B is 3; whether this means B actually has dimension 3 is unknown (cf. [W3, p. 109]).
Proposition
1. Suppose q is a proper map of M to a metric space B such that, for each b G B, q~lb has the shape of a closed, connected, orientable n-manifold, and suppose F is a closed subset of B such that dim^_1F < n + m. Then F has cohomological dimension at most m.
Applications of Proposition 1 will be confined to the case m -1. Then, based on the widely known relationship between dimension 1 and cohomological dimension 1 (1) each q~lb has the shape of a closed, connected, orientable n-manifold, and (2) (1) each q-ib nas me shape of a closed, connected, orientable n-manifold, and (2) dimq(Ak) < 1, for each of the locally flat arcs A k in M named in §2.
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Proof. In the space of all maps M -> B, let Q denote the closure of {ph\h: M -* M is a homeomorphism}. If M is compact, the case on which one should focus, the sup-norm metric causes Q to be complete metric; in any event the limitation topology described by Torunczyk [T] turns Q into a Baire space, which is all that matters. Consider P-m.i = { a G Q\ there exists a (l/w)-map of q(Am) to a 1-complex].
Each Rm .
clearly is an open subset of Q. Our primary goal is to show it is dense there, for by the Baire property it then will follow that p G Q can be approximated by q G C\m D, Rm j, which necessarily must satisfy conclusion (2). The rest of the argument is aimed at proving Rmi is dense in Q. Towards that end, fix a homeomorphism \p: [0,1] -» A¡.
Near each q g Q is some ph': M -» B (h': M -* M a homeomorphism). We shall show that near ph' is some ph'h (h: M -* M another homeomorphism) such that ph'h(Aj) admits a (l/w)-map to a 1-complex. For notational simplicity we suppress h' and study p itself rather than the equivalent ph'. Focusing on a compact neighborhood C of p(A¡), we obtain h with support in p~1C; to control the approximation it thus suffices to consider e > 0 and to find h satisfying p(p, ph) < e. We can obtain an arc Bj in p([s(./), <(j)D> since it is arcwise connected, from p(s(j)) to p(t(j)); similarly, we can obtain an arc Bj in p([t(j),s(j + 1)]) from p(t(j)) to p(s(j + 1)). The resulting 1-dimensional set X = (\JB¡) U (UBj) admits a (l/m)-map / to some 1-complex K, and / extends to a (l/m)-map /: Y -* K, where Y represents a neighborhood of X in C.
By (*) and the choices of B¿ and Bj, we have p~\Bj U if/) c p~\WtiJ)) for /' G {0,1,...,k}.
Near each of the connected sets p~1(BjUBj) is a path in p~1(Wl(J) Pi T) from ^(5(7)) to iH^O' + 1)) and containing \¡j(t(j)). Piecing these together, we produce a map \p': [0,1] -*p71{Y) such that ^'(s(j)) = ^(s(j)) for y € {0,1,..., k + 1}, whereas for j < /c, 4>'(t(j)) = ^(t(j)) and fU^yVO + i)])^-1^,)).
The major problem still to be faced is that \b' might fail to be homotopic to \b.
For je {0,1,...,A:} the maps $'\[s(j),s(j + 1)] and ^|[j(y),50'+ 1)] can be combined, since they agree at their endpoints, to define a loop L, in p~l(Wt(¡)). Although Lj need not be contractible in M, it does shape deform in p^l(Nt(j)) to a loop Lj in p~1(p\p(t(j))). Consequently, we can redefine \p' near t(j) to trace out the inverse of Lj, and then the new loop L-, obtained from the modified \p', will be contractible in p~1(Nt(J)).
